Draft for consultation

Queensland Low Emissions
Agriculture Roadmap
2022–2032

About the draft roadmap
The draft Queensland Low Emissions Agriculture
Roadmap 2022–32 provides a strong framework
to reduce agriculture emissions and increase
carbon farming. Its strength is its co-design with
key industry partners and government.

The draft roadmap drives:

Research, development and
adoption of low emissions
production systems

Support for agribusinesses along the
supply chain to make climate-informed
business decisions through education,
training and skills

Integrated actions across
government to support inter-related
climate action initiatives
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Minister’s foreword
I am proud to deliver the Queensland Low Emissions
Agriculture Roadmap 2022–2032 Consultation Draft (draft
roadmap). The Queensland agribusiness and food sector
is forecast to contribute $23.54 billion to the Queensland
economy in 2021–2022. It plays a key role in providing
safe, sustainable food and fibre to an increasing world
population. The sector has a vital role in contributing
to the Queensland Climate Action Plan 2020–2030 and
Queensland’s and Australia’s zero net emissions economy
by 2050 target.
Traditional market signals are changing. Agritourism and
environmental markets are actively redefining what the
agriculture sector looks like. Global consumer expectations
for sustainable and ethically grown food and fibre is
increasing.
The sector has a proven ability to innovate and embrace
opportunities from challenges like those posed by climate
change. Key commodities have already set ambitious
targets. The red meat sector first announced its carbon
neutral 2030 target in 2017 and significant investment has
been committed to reach this goal. Other commodities
have, or are in the process of setting, their own targets and
identifying key emissions reduction focus areas within their
production systems.
Leading retailers and food and textile companies
have also set carbon emissions reduction targets.
By transitioning to a lower emissions production system
and increasing landscape carbon sequestration, the
Queensland agricultural sector will be seen as a leader
with recognisable sustainability credentials in future
trade negotiations.

The actions in this draft roadmap aim to help
agribusinesses and the broader agriculture supply chain to
lower their emissions and take advantage of low emissions
opportunities across the economy. The foundations we
build with these actions will support the future economic,
environmental and social prosperity of Queensland’s rural
and regional communities.
To achieve real carbon reductions, the agriculture sector
needs strong partnerships between industry, governments,
research providers and the community to continue.
The strength of the draft roadmap is its co-design and
partnership approach with industry. The outcomes from
the draft roadmap need to be economically, socially and
environmentally sound to build strong regional communities.
I would like to thank our key partners AgForce Queensland
Farmers Inc, Queensland Farmers’ Federation and the
National Farmers’ Federation for working closely with the
Queensland Government to co-design the draft roadmap.
I would also like to thank the many producers and
stakeholder group representatives who helped identify
and refine the draft actions.
I now encourage everyone to provide feedback on this draft
roadmap and help us shape the actions needed to achieve
sustainable and profitable food and fibre security while
delivering Queensland’s zero net economy goals.

Honourable Mark Furner MP
Minister for Agricultural Industry Development
and Fisheries and Minister for Rural Communities
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Current state
The Queensland agribusiness and food sector contributes
significantly to Queensland’s economy. It has a key role
in providing safe, sustainable food to an increasing world
population.
Queensland’s primary industry commodities are forecast
to be $23.54 billion in 2021–22, and account for more
than 13% of Queensland’s overseas exports. The industry
employs more than 365,000 people across the agribusiness
supply chain.
Industry and government are committed to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and increase carbon capture in
the landscape. This is the expectation of domestic markets
and Australia’s global trading partners. Key trading partners
are committing to carbon import tariff mechanisms. Food
manufacturers and retailers are working towards carbon
reduction targets.
Today’s consumers want food that is sustainable and
ethically produced. Carbon-neutral branded products
currently attract a price premium. Consumer trends suggest
in the future there will likely be an expectation that all food
products will be low or carbon neutral.
Investments in drought resilience and climate adaptation
measures have expanded to increasingly focus on limiting
the sector’s greenhouse gas footprint and streamlining
production efficiencies.

Key industry targets
The sector plays a vital role in the Queensland Climate
Action Plan 2020–2030 and Queensland’s and Australia’s
zero net emissions economy by 2050 target.
For example, the Australian red meat sector has a target
to be carbon neutral by 2030 and has invested heavily in
research, development and leadership capability to achieve
this goal.
Australian Pork Ltd has also committed to be carbon
positive and zero waste by 2025, while others, such as
sugarcane, cotton and poultry, have undertaken research
to understand where emissions reduction is possible.

Taking action now—the benefits
Economic analysis shows that the cost of taking action
now is significantly lower than it will be if we delay this
transition, even by only a few years.
Action to lower production-based agriculture emissions
whilst lifting production and nurturing our natural
environment will ensure Queensland’s agriculture sector
continues to prosper.
Consumer trends for plant proteins and flexitarian diets are
providing new market opportunities for Queensland food
and fibre chains.
By transitioning to a lower emissions production system
and increased landscape carbon capture, the Queensland
agricultural sector will have recognisable credentials in
future trade negotiations.

Working together
To meet this challenge, the draft roadmap has been
co-designed with industry peak bodies, research
organisations and service providers, state and local
government, Natural Resource Management groups, the
corporate agribusiness sector and other key stakeholders
such as leading Queensland food and fibre producers and
agriculture supply chain businesses.
This has enabled a coordinated sector-wide partnership
approach.
The sector understands transformative change is possible
across the supply chain as new technologies come online.
However, no sector can make these system changes
alone. Achieving real carbon reductions in the agriculture
sector requires strong partnerships between industry,
governments, research providers and the community.
By working together, we will deliver a lower emissions
production system that strengthens Queensland
agriculture’s environmental and social credentials to
help secure long-term economic and social prosperity in
rural communities.
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Meeting our commitment

Our vision
The Queensland
agribusiness sector is a
world leader in low carbon
production and supply
chains, maximising carbon
farming opportunities.

The Queensland Government is committed to reducing
Queensland’s greenhouse gas emissions by:
• 30% reduction on 2005 emissions by 2030
• powering Queensland with 50% renewable energy by 2030
• zero net emissions by 2050.
The draft roadmap builds on this commitment by outlining:
• technologies and policies needed to facilitate a measured
and continued decline in production-based greenhouse
gas emissions
• practices producers can adopt now to better understand
their greenhouse gas footprint and position their
business to capitalise on low emissions technologies as
they become viable.
Together these actions will drive agribusinesses and the
supply chain towards the zero net emissions economy
2050 targets.

Defining our actions
To drive progress towards achieving our vision,
actions across five focus areas have been identified:
•
•
•
•
•

Livestock emissions
Cropping and horticulture emissions
On-farm energy opportunities
Carbon farming and land management
Regions and supply chains.

Building on government and
industry activity
The roadmap builds on other industry and government
strategies taking us towards the 2050 zero net emissions goals.
Industry commitments:
• Australian red meat industry’s the pledge to be carbon
neutral by 2030 (CN30)
• AgCarE, developed by AgForce to evaluate producers’
natural capital
• Hort360 Climate Risk Management module developed
by Growcom
• Coles has committed its business to be carbon neutral
by 2050
• Woolworths has committed to a new sustainability plan
by 2025
• Cotton Australia’s MyBMP contains modules addressing
fertiliser, energy and water efficiency, carbon
sequestration and greenhouse gas emissions
• SmartCane BMP Sustainable Landscape module
includes the monitoring of greenhouse gas emissions
and energy efficiency.
• The National Farmers’ Federation is developing an
Australian Agriculture Sustainability Framework.
Queensland Government initiatives:
• Queensland Hydrogen Industry Strategy
• Queensland’s Zero Emissions Vehicle Strategy 2022–2032
and Action Plan 2022–2024
• Land Restoration Fund
• Queensland Resources Industry Development Plan
• Climate Positive Brisbane 2032 Olympic and
Paralympic Games
• Zero Net Emissions for Transport Roadmap
• Queensland Energy Plan
• AgTech Roadmap
• Queensland Renewable Energy Zones
• State Infrastructure Strategy 2022.
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Livestock
emissions

Actions under
the roadmap
Our actions to meet the lower
agriculture emissions roadmap vision
are grouped under five focus areas:

The actions are
categorised
as either:

Cropping and
horticulture emissions

How we will
work together
Governments and industries
working together to deliver
research and tools to help
manage the changes needed.

On-farm energy
opportunities

Carbon farming and
land management

What you
can do now
Actively preparing for and
implementing practice
change to manage the risk
to individual businesses.

Regions and
supply chains
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Livestock
emissions
Actions under this area focus on
technologies and pathways to reduce
methane emissions from the red meat
sector and other livestock industries,
including pork and poultry.
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Our
preferred
future
Increasing improvement in the
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
intensity of livestock production
in kg CO2e/kg of product and be
more efficient than our leading
global competitors.
Minimum 80% of livestock
production lands in B condition
or better as defined in the ABCD
Land Condition Framework.

How we will work together

What you can do now

Led by industry, supported by government:

• Maintain active awareness about developments
in methane reduction options in stock feed and
the cost effectiveness of reducing herd/flock
GHG footprint.

• Benchmark the GHG intensity of Queensland’s
major livestock commodities in a global context
• Invest in and support research, commercialisation
and adoption of novel forages and dietary
supplements that reduce methane production in
the red meat and dairy industries
• Investigate the feasibility and design of a carbonneutral certification accreditation scheme for
the livestock industry and benefits for individual
enterprises
• Investigate and raise awareness of First Nations
rangelands management techniques that can be
incorporated into grazing management systems.
Led by government, supported by industry:
• Raise awareness through education and training
programs for producers and agriculture service
providers on low emission production systems
and transition planning
• Investigate an easy-to-navigate platform for
producers to access information and decision
support tools for low emissions practices and
technologies, including GHG calculators

• Start to introduce methane reduction stock feeds
and supplements when commercially available.
• Keep track of GHG emissions through reliable
calculators, factoring in reduction credits.
• Adopt breeder selection, herd/flock management
and manure management practices that can lead
to an incremental reduction in GHG emissions.
• Undertake an enterprise level GHG footprint
analysis using available calculators to establish
an understanding of your baseline and areas of
emissions reduction focus.
• Maintain awareness of emerging domestic and
export market trends and policy signals relating to
product marketability and enterprise sustainability
credentials to inform business decisions.
• Maintain awareness of and where appropriate
incorporate First Nations rangelands management
techniques that lower emissions associated with
grazing management systems.

• Proactively work with the Australian Government
and international market partners on the
development of low emissions trade policies.
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Have your say?
What we want to know
Tell us what you think about the
actions in the draft roadmap.

Livestock emissions

Strategic actions

How can governments and industry
across jurisdictions better coordinate
and complement investments into low
emissions research and development?
What is the most helpful way to make
decision support tools and other
information sources available to
producers?
How could education and training
programs be designed and delivered
to be most efficient and support the
broadest range of producers?
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Which organisations are best placed
to take the lead for implementing
each action?
Which organisations are best placed
to support implementation?
Enterprise-level actions

What other enterprise-level
actions can livestock producers be
implementing or planning to lower
their GHG emissions?

Cropping and
horticulture emissions
Actions under this area focus on soil
health opportunities and the development
of low or no emissions fertilisers.
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How we will work together
Led by industry, supported by government:

Our
preferred
future
Increasing improvement in
the GHG emissions intensity
of cropping and horticulture
commodities in kg CO2e/kg
of production and be more
efficient than our leading
global competitors.
At least 80% of cropping
and horticulture production
lands managed at industry
best practice.

• Develop improved information infrastructure
to support increasingly sophisticated decision
support tools, including soils information and
seasonal climate variability projections
• Undertake GHG lifecycle analyses for Queensland’s
major crop commodities based on internationally
accepted standardised frameworks
• Invest in research and demonstration projects
for enhancing and managing soil health to
minimize fertiliser demand, including
regenerative agriculture.
Led by industry, supported by private business:
• Support development of green fertiliser options, with
a particular focus on green ammonia production
• Develop enterprise-level nitrogen baselines and
provide scientifically supported advice on the
application of low emission fertiliser practices.
Led by government, supported by industry:
• Support research and demonstration projects
for slow-release nitrogen fertilisers with a
view to increasing adoption and improving
cost efficiencies
• Investigate an easy to navigate platform for
producers to access information and decision
support tools for low emissions practices and
technologies, including GHG calculators
• Raise awareness through education and training
programs for producers and agriculture service
providers on low emission production systems
and transition planning

• Investigate how best management practices can
be rewarded in emerging environmental markets
for whole-of-landscape benefits
• Continue exploring and capitalising on new
cropping and market opportunities that contribute
to carbon emissions reduction targets, for example
feedstock for biofuels and bioplastics.
Led by private business, supported by industry:
• Facilitate commercial-scale projects composting
agricultural waste for fertiliser and soil
ameliorants.

What you can do now
• Maintain awareness of green fertiliser options,
efficacy and cost effectiveness in reducing GHG
emissions from cropping activity.
• Use nitrogen calculators to develop an
enterprise-level plan for nitrogen management.
• Use soil carbon assessment tools to develop an
enterprise-level plan to improve soil health.
• Undertake an enterprise level GHG footprint
analysis using available calculators to establish
an understanding of your starting position.
• Maintain active awareness of improvements in
soil carbon assessment technologies, particularly
relating to reductions in costs and complexity.
• Maintain awareness of emerging domestic and
export market trends and policy signals relating to
product marketability and enterprise sustainability
credentials to inform business decisions.
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Have your say?
What we want to know
Tell us what you think about the
actions in the draft roadmap.

Cropping and
horticulture
emissions
Strategic actions

What is the most helpful way to make
decision support tools and other
information sources available to producers?
What practical programs could be
developed or adopted to help agricultural
service providers to obtain the knowledge
they need to best support landholders
through the transition to low emissions
production systems?
Are existing nitrogen balance decision
support tools sufficient, and which
commodities/production systems need new
or improved tools to better understand how
to minimize emissions from fertiliser use?
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Are there existing environmental markets
recognising best management practices?
Which organisations are best placed to take
the lead for implementing each action?
Which organisations are best placed to
support implementation?
Enterprise-level actions

What other enterprise-level actions can
cropping and horticulture producers be
planning and implementing to lower their
GHG emissions?

On-farm
energy opportunities
Actions under this area focus on
on-farm investment in renewable
energy options.
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Our
preferred
future
On-farm energy intensity
of production (kWh/unit
of production) for each
enterprise is trending
below baseline levels.

How we will work together

What you can do now

Led by industry, supported by government:

• Maintain active awareness of developments in
alternative fuels and electricity infrastructure,
including substitutability and cost effectiveness
at reducing GHG emissions.

• Promote or develop information and education
tools for producers to better understand
renewable on-farm energy options, including
cost and efficiencies, and how to prepare their
on-farm infrastructure to connect to new energy
opportunities as they become available, for
example solar and wind, anaerobic digesters,
hydrogen fuel, etc.
Led by government, supported by industry:
• Engage across the major energy and fuel
programs to maximise opportunities for
agricultural production and the agriculture
supply chain.

• Develop an enterprise-level plan for introducing
renewable energy and storage opportunities
that increase energy efficiency and complement
production systems as they become commercially
viable e.g. solar pumps, PV rooftop solar, battery
storage, etc.
• Build an enterprise-level understanding of the
costs/savings and GHG impact of different
renewable energy options to support decisionmaking and investment.
• No later than 2025, undertake an enterprise-level
energy efficiency and GHG footprint as a baseline
for tracking improvements and response to
business decisions.
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Have your say?
What we want to know
Tell us what you think about the
actions in the draft roadmap.

On-farm energy
opportunities

Strategic actions

Enterprise-level actions

What is the best way to upskill
producers about the on-farm energy
options available and help them make
informed energy decisions?

What other enterprise-level actions
can producers be implementing or
planning to lower their energy use and
associated GHG emissions?

Which organisations are best placed
to take the lead for implementing
each action?
Which organisations are best placed
to support implementation?
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Carbon farming
and land management
Actions under this area focus on
opportunities for the agriculture sector
to capture carbon in natural sinks.
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Our
preferred
future
Each enterprise to have
a portfolio of realised or
potential carbon farming
projects that are eligible to
be included in enterprise
and industry level GHG
(carbon) accounts.

How we will work together
Led by industry, supported by government:
• Develop an information and education portal
that provides information for producers to better
understand their options for incorporating
carbon farming into their production system and
the complexities of environmental markets so
producers can make independently informed
decisions, supported by case studies of successful
project design
• Through the National Soils Strategy, support
advances in soil carbon measurement and data
verification, including alternative methodologies
to improve cost efficiencies.
Led by government, supported by industry:
• Actively engage with the Clean Energy Regulator
to increase carbon farming options for
agricultural producers
• Identify opportunities to de-risk carbon farming
projects by providing regulatory certainty for
management of the landscape

• Upskill agriculture service providers to provide
high quality, tailored advice on the relative
merits of selling or retaining Australian carbon
credit units.

What you can do now
• In partnership with trusted advisors,
maintain active awareness of developments
in environmental markets and soil carbon
technologies.
• Develop an enterprise-level plan for building
in carbon capture projects in soil and native
vegetation using standardised assessment tools
to support business decision making.
• Establish or maintain an enterprise-level
GHG ‘offset’ account as appropriate to your
business model.
• Within your business model, determine an
acceptable balance between carbon credits
sold and carbon credits retained for future
market positioning.

• Develop practical guidelines and support for
the establishment of silvo-pastoral systems to
optimise both timber and livestock production,
at the same time providing GHG sequestration
and biodiversity benefits
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Have your say?
What we want to know
Tell us what you think about the
actions in the draft roadmap.

Carbon farming
and land management
Strategic actions

What is the most helpful and
trusted way to make carbon farming
information available to producers
and increase their knowledge about
options and risks?
Do you think these actions will help
agricultural land managers to increase
carbon farming opportunities for the
benefit of the entire agriculture
supply chain?
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Which organisations are best placed
to take the lead for implementing
each action?
Which organisations are best placed
to support implementation?
Enterprise-level actions

What other enterprise-level actions
can land managers be implementing or
planning to increase their carbon sinks
and lower GHG emissions?

Regions
and supply chains
Actions under this area focus on creating
new opportunities for the integration of
carbon neutral projects across different
sectors and through the supply chain.
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Our
preferred
future
Carbon neutral on-farm and
supply chain projects being
implemented in all regional
planning areas across
Queensland.

How we will work together

Led by government, supported by industry:

Led by industry, supported by government:

• Further explore strategies and partnerships
to progress decarbonisation of Queensland
food and fibre supply chains, including
transport, manufacturing, processing and waste
management and reuse.

• Investigate and support the development of
financial instruments to unlock global private
sector investment into agribusiness.
Led by government, supported by private business:
• Support place-based approaches for the
development and planning of zero net emissions
precincts and supply chains.
Led by government, supported by industry and
private business:
• Partner with proactive organisations in private
industry and the CSIRO’s Towards Net Zero
Mission to strategically identify regions that
can pilot projects that leverage effort across the
supply chain.
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Have your say?
What we want to know
Tell us what you think about the
actions in the draft roadmap.

Regions and
supply chains

Strategic actions

How best can governments and
industry work together to progress
zero net emissions projects and
support regional economies?
Which organisations are best placed
to take the lead for implementing
each action?
Which organisations are best placed
to support implementation?
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How best can industry and
governments work together to
identify and support the development
of financial instruments to unlock
global investment into Queensland
agribusiness?

Have your say
The draft roadmap provides a strong framework to reduce
agriculture emissions and increase carbon farming.

It outlines the
actions needed to meet
the zero net emissions
economy 2050 target
set by the Queensland
Government,
including:

How we will
work together
The technologies and policies
needed to facilitate a measured
and continued decline in
production-based greenhouse
gas emissions.

What you
can do now
Practices producers can adopt
now to better understand their
greenhouse gas footprint and
position their business to capitalise
on low emissions technologies as
they become viable.

Keeping track of progress
The ‘Our preferred future’ statements set the ambition for
agriculture’s next ten years and beyond.  
The final roadmap is intended to be a living document, evolving with
the needs and ambitions of its partners. The roadmap’s preferred
futures and strategic actions will be regularly reviewed and refreshed
when necessary to reflect the new technologies and market drivers
influencing outcomes across the agribusiness supply chains. This
process will ensure the roadmap remains current and relevant to the
sector. Refreshed actions will reflect the effort needed to fast track
our progress towards the 2050 zero net emissions economy target
and ensure the ongoing profitability of the sector.
Key considerations when undertaking a review of existing actions are:
• Did we achieve what we wanted?
• Did we achieve what we needed at best value for money?
• Did we do the right things?
• Can we see the change we wanted?
• What information have we gained to build on and do better?
The Queensland Government will establish a joint government
and industry forum to provide oversight of action implementation,
recognise and promote industry achievements and identify
technological advances. This forum will aim to keep the roadmap
relevant to agriculture and Queensland’s emissions reduction efforts
and reflect current sector goals and ambitions.

© State of Queensland, 2022.
For more information on this licence, visit
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
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What we want to know
Tell us what you think about the actions in the draft roadmap,
across the five focus areas:

Livestock emissions
Cropping and horticulture emissions
On-farm energy opportunities
Carbon farming and land management
Regions and supply chains

Are there any other
actions or pathways that
could be investigated for the
Queensland low emissions
agriculture roadmap?
How to use the Queensland Agriculture and Fisheries eHub

DAF 1679 06/22

What other low emissions
opportunities can be
captured to focus effort
in the sector?

How to have your say
1

Read the roadmap overview and the
draft actions for each area

2

Have your say via the Queensland Agriculture
and Fisheries eHub

3

Complete the survey by 10 August 2022

If you are already an eHub user log into your account
and join the conversation via the ‘draft low emissions
agriculture roadmap consultation’ tab.
If you are new to eHub, simply take a couple of minutes
to register and then join in the conversation.

